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Shoftim 5776 

 

“He does not listen to our voice” 

Parshas Ki Seitzei introduces us to the ben sorer u’moreh, the rebellious son who steals money to 

buy meat and wine. He is put to death now, while his sins are relatively harmless, before he grows 

up further to become a terribly wicked person. 

The Gemara says that the conditions which must be satisfied for a boy to be classified as a 

rebellious son are so exact that it likely never occurred nor would it. He had to be only between 13 

and 13¼ years old, his parents had to look alike, be the same height, and sound alike, and so on. So 

why teach it in the Torah? For the many lessons to be found in it. 

One is a lesson on parenting. When the parents come to the Jewish court they testify that their son 

didn’t listen to “our voice.” This is the source for the law that they must sound alike. Rabbi Zev 

Leff says that this teaches us that the parents must be guiding him in harmony. 

If they can’t agree on how to raise him, and have conflicting views or values, then it is no wonder 

that the boy has issues and misbehaves; he doesn’t know what 

path to follow! Only when the parents are in agreement and he 

gets consistent messaging do we say it is a problem with the 

youth and he gets punished. 

I’d like to suggest we take this concept a step further. When the 

mother and father can’t agree, we say the boy is likely to turn 

out wrong. However, even when they do agree, there’s a 

scenario in which the son may turn bad. 

The Gemara (Niddah 31a) says there are three partners in a 

person: the mother, the father, and HaShem. The parents 

provide the physical characteristics and G-d provides the soul. 

In that case, there is a third parent here. This means that even if 

the mother and father are on the same page, if their voice is 

different than HaShem’s, there could be trouble. If their 

principles conflict with the Torah, their son is being trained in 

rebellion so his behavior is not surprising and he is not blamed. 

Even if the parents are educating him in the Torah’s laws, there 

can still be a disconnect. HaShem is merciful; the Torah’s ways are pleasantness and peace. If 

parents treat children harshly and are unforgiving, and do not teach with love, then they are not in 

harmony with HaShem, and it’s no wonder that the child rebels against what his parents stand for. 

 

 



RELENTLESS 

Of the seventy four mitzvos (Divine commands) recorded in this week's Torah reading, three appear 
in the final three verses. "Remember what Amalek did to you, on the way when you were leaving 
Egypt...It shall be that when G-d, your L-rd, gives you rest from all your enemies all around, in the 
Land that G-d your L-rd gives you as an inheritance to possess it, you shall wipe out the memory of 
Amalek from under the heaven - you shall not forget." (Devarim/Deuteronomy 25:17,19). Because 
we are in an era which does not have a Bais Hamikdash (Holy Temple in Jerusalem) and the Jewish 
Nation is not living collectively in the Land of Israel, the central mitzvah - that of wiping out the 
Amalekite nation - cannot be fulfilled. What about the mitzvah of remembering? If the purpose of 
remembering is to facilitate the command to annihilate, does that mean that remembering is also not 
relevant at this time? 

Rabbi Moshe Feinstein (1895-1986; Rosh Yeshiva/Dean of Mesivtha Tifereth Jerusalem in New York 
City; the leading Halachic/Jewish legal decisor of his time and one of the principal leaders of Torah 
Jewry through much of the last century) clarifies that the obligation to remember is very much 
incumbent upon us. We are obligated to remember the potential for evil inherent in every human 
being. Medrash Tanchuma (Ki Seitzei 9) relates that the Amalekites witnessed all that G-d did to 
extricate the Children of Israel from the tyranny of Egyptian bondage, but with a passionate 
contempt for G-d strove to demonstrate that the Jews were not invincible. G-d allowed Amalek to 
succeed because of sins of the Jewish nation, and Amalek knew that if they would succeed, the Jews 
would repent and avenge the attack in battle. Nevertheless, they STILL assailed the Jews because of 

the opportunity it offered to disgrace the Divine name. For this, the 
Medrash compares Amalek to one who jumps into a tub of boiling 
water, knowing that he will be severely burned, to merely succeed 
in cooling the waters within. Such evil is latent in the souls of 
everyone. 

It is easy for us to believe, warns Rabbi Feinstein, that such evil is 
only in the hearts of the barbaric, that we must only concern 
ourselves with the "fine tuning" of our interpersonal relationships 
and our service of G-d. Not so. Seeing the descent of the 
Amalekites into such a spiritual abyss must create a cognizance that 
it can happen to anyone. We, too, must focus on our spiritual 
resolve in the areas of theft, murder and licentiousness. He 

concludes that in the Neilah (Closing) service of Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement) - in the waning 
moments of the holiest day of year, after countless hours of prayer, confession and repentance - we 
STILL need to implore that G-d grant us special assistance in "withdrawing our oppressive hand". We 
are no less flesh and blood than Amalek and must never become complacent in the scrupulous 
attention given to any mitzvah. As Hillel taught, "Do not believe in yourself until the day you die." 
(Pirkei Avos/Ethics of the Fathers 2:5) The Yetzer Hara (evil inclination) is a tireless foe. 

The month of Elul that precedes Rosh Hashana (the Jewish New Year) is a time dedicated to 
introspection and taking spiritual inventory. While our focus is continued growth and strength in our 
relationship with the Creator of the Universe, we must appreciate that none of our past achievements 
are securely "ours". But a tenet of the human experience is that life's greatest pleasures - a thriving 
business, successful children, a strong marriage - demand the greatest effort. The battle with the 
Yetzer Hara is fierce and relentless, but the reward - the most sublime pleasure available: a 
relationship with the Divine - could not be more worth it! - Rabbi Pinchas Avruch  
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